ESM file 1 41

Spatial pattern evolution 42
To explore the evolution of the initial spatial pattern configuration within each of the four stages of the pathway, two-dimensional 43 spatial power spectra of CO distribution were calculated on a detrended binary CO cellular array. The power spectral density is 44 characterized by peaks associated with spacing of the initial aggregation (10m) in the repelling stage, which dissipates in the transient 45 stage despite remnants of the initial pattern remaining visible into the attracting stage and finally disappearing in the attractor (Fig. S1) . 
ESM file 5 83
Incorporating Coral Diffusion into the Model 84
In the model, the dynamics of coral (slow) and algae (fast) fractional cover are scale-separated, 85 but coral fractional cover and aggregation only becomes scale separated from coral growth 86 processes when diffusional processes are included. 87
In the model, the lack of scale separation is indicated by near coincidence of the cell-level CO 88 growth time scale (~10 years) and the typical time scales for the reefscape CO fractional cover 89 dynamics (~8 years) (i.e. the ratio of decay time scales of fast-and slow-scale processes is near 90 unity). Thus, the model was modified to include CO diffusion, which is dissipative, in the 91 following manner. A first order solution of the diffusion equation for CO was implemented on a 92 separate cellular lattice and transferred to the model lattice tracking the mutually 93 exclusive occurrence of the four functional groups in each cell under the following two conditions. 94
(1) If the value of CO in a cell in the diffusion lattice goes from less than 0.5 to greater than 0.5, 95
the value of that cell in the diffusion lattice is set to 1 and the corresponding cell of the model 96 lattice is set to CO. (2) If the value of CO in a cell in the diffusion lattice goes from greater than 97 0.5 to less than 0.5, the value of that cell in the diffusion lattice was set to 0 and the corresponding 98 cell of the model lattice was set to MA, TA or CCA, randomly choosing the type amongst the 99 neighboring cells. This process is constrained by the requirement that the net change in CO cells 100 on the model lattice is 0. Coral growth rate was increased from 0.1m/y to 0.2m/y, which is within 101 the measured range for branching coral types (70), because of the effect of diffusion on steady-102 state coral fractional cover (see below). 103
The addition of diffusion increases the time scale of decay to the attractor from 3.43 years to 104
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ESM file 6 116
Effect of Stochastic Disturbance 117
The results shown in the article highlight the effect of aggregation on reefscape dynamics with 118 competitively dominant coral colonies that exhibit increased coral survival and growth into space. 119
The ability of large coral colonies to dominate reefscapes despite a degraded herbivore guild has 120 been documented previously in Jamaica (71), where a coral dominated reef with a depressed 121 herbivory guild transitioned into an algae dominated reef only upon experiencing a large hurricane 122 and subsequent urchin disease outbreak. Here, we explore briefly how stochastic storm events 123 affect the impact of aggregation on reefscape dynamics found in the main article. The model was 124 modified so that storms occurred annually with probability 1/7. When a storm occurs, it kills 20% 125 of whole coral colonies on the reefscape. Simulations were run for an herbivore-abundant (24% 126 lattice grazed per time step) and herbivore-limited (4% lattice grazed per time step) reef for initial 127 aggregation levels of 0.66 (regular) and 0.99 (clumped) (Fig. S6 ). Simulations were also run at 128 moderate herbivory levels (12% lattice grazed per time step as in main paper) for the most clumped 129 initialization to directly gage changes to the transient stage (Fig. S7) . 130
In comparing CO fractional cover pathways in herbivore-abundant and herbivore-limited reef 131 conditions, the effect of initial aggregation on coral fractional cover pathways remains significant, 132 with regular initial aggregation configurations resulting in faster arrivals to the attractor (high 133 grazer CO fractional cover attractor: 0.485 +/-0.002 SD, low grazer CO cover attractor: < 0.001) 134 (Fig. S6 ). For herbivore-abundant reefs, clumped initial configuration delays arrival to the attractor 135 by a decade. For herbivore-limited reefs, the regular initial configuration prolongs coral 136 persistence on the reef by more than a century. 137
In the model, we found that stochastic storm events in moderate-herbivory reef conditions result 138 in a significantly prolonged transient stage that comes to dominate the duration of CO fractional 139 cover pathways, thereby allowing CO to persist on the lattice for decades before it eventually 140 becomes extinguished (Fig. S7) . The transient stage under stormy conditions does not appear 141 pronounced in the CO fractional cover pathway because storms occurring on faster time scales 142 suppress the pathway from evolving into the attracting and attractor stages (unlike the pathway 143 without storms). However, a comparison of snapshots of the reefscape lattice with (Fig. S7) and 144 without storms (Fig. 2) shows the prolonged presence of the clumped configuration despite the 145 loss of whole colonies during storm events. Based on these results, we can expect that predicted 146 
ESM file 7 167
Effect of Small Colonies 168
The effect of initial aggregation on the more vulnerable, small, competitively inferior coral 169 colonies was investigated because of its potential implications for management. Recruitment of 170 small colonies into the adult population is necessary for the establishment of new competitively 171 dominant coral in reefs (72). We simulated CO pathways initialized with regular and clumped 172 aggregations for small coral colonies (4 contiguous cells) starting at fractional cover levels above 173 (0.70) and below (0.30) the CO pathway attractors (herbivore-abundant: 0.586 +/-0.002 SD; 174 herbivore-limited: <0.001). Starting fractional cover above and below the attractor for herbivore-175 abundant reefs allowed for exploring recovery pathways (from below) and pathways that might be 176 considered degrading rather than stabilizing (from above). 177
All small coral colony fractional cover pathways with clumped (red) initializations result in 178 significant delays to the attractor in both herbivore-abundant and herbivore-limited scenarios (Fig.  179 S8). In herbivore-limited reefs, clumping increases coral persistence by minimizing the number of 180 coral borders that would be exposed to negative competitive interactions ( delaying the arrival at the attractor by more than one hundred years, but the marked drop of algae 224 (and 'release' of CO arriving to attractor) disappears in most cases (refer to Fig.2 for comparison) . 225 MA fractional cover reduces to zero in the attractor only for case c, where grazing rate is 226 maximized; variations of coral-algae coexistence attractors occur for the other cases. Notably, 227 there is an additional delay effect of about 20-30 years to arrive at the attractor when compared to 228 the uncoupled model, which could be tied to the fact that the level of herbivore grazing is coupled 229 to the amount of algae on the lattice (meaning that if algae decreases, herbivory decreases thus 230 prolonging the time it takes for algae to become extinguished). 231
Spatially constrained grazing in benthic-grazer coupled model 232
Targeted grazing of algae is included in the model by modifying grazer behavior from 233 consumption of randomly chosen algae cells across the lattice to allowing grazers to 'swim' in one 234 of four directions from a randomly selected cell until algae is found and consumed. As before, a 235 parameter sweep was performed using the values in table ST1 and a moderately aggregated initial 236 configuration of 0.88 (results summarized in 
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